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T-FAITHFUL SUBCATEGORIES AND LOCALIZATION
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JOHN A. BEACHY

ABSTRACT.   For any additive functor from a category of modules into an

abelian category there is a largest Giraud subcategory for which the functor acts

faithfully on homomorphisms into the subcategory.   It is the largest Giraud sub-

category into which the functor reflects exact sequences, and under certain con-

ditions it is just the largest Giraud subcategory on which the functor acts faith-

fully.   If the functor is exact and has a right adjoint, then the subcategory is

equivalent to the quotient category determined by the kernel of the functor.   In

certain cases, the construction can be applied to a Morita context in order to

obtain a recent theorem of Mueller.

Similarly, the functor defines a certain reflective subcategory and an

associated radical, which is a torsion radical in case the functor preserves

monomorphisms.   Certain results concerning this radical, when defined by an

adjoint functor, can be applied to obtain two theorems of Morita on balanced

modules.

This paper is a continuation of the author's work [2] on T-faithful subcate-

gories of module categories.   For the category RM of unital left P.-modules over

a ring R with identity, and for any additive functor T: Rm —» SB into an abelian

category SB, a subcategory S of R5li will be called T-faithful if T is faithful

when restricted to U.   (Similarly, U is left T-faithful if T(/) ^ 0 for every non-

zero P-homomorphism f: M —»A, with A e u.)   If T is exact and has an adjoint,

one can form the quotient category R)TC/Ker (T), which is then equivalent to a

certain Giraud subcategory of R)It.   This Giraud subcategory can be characterized

as the largest left T-faithful Giraud subcategory, and if R is commutative and

Noetherian, it is the largest T-faithful Giraud subcategory of RJli (Corollary 3.10).

For any functor T: RM —* SB it is possible to construct the largest Giraud

subcategory of RM which is left T-faithful, thus generalizing in a certain sense

the construction of the quotient category R5H/Ker (T).   If T is exact, this sub-

category is determined by the smallest hereditary torsion class of R5ll which con-

tains  Ker (T).   The construction is useful even when T is not exact.   Mueller
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has shown in [12] that any Morita context induces an equivalence between appro-

priate quotient categories.   In certain cases these subcategories are precisely

the ones constructed in the above manner.

§1 studies reflective T-faithful subcategories, and gives the construction of

a subcategory £?(T) which is the largest left T-faithful reflective subcategory

of R3li.   This determines a radical radT of R3l¡, which is a torsion radical if T

is a monofunctor (Theorem 1.8).   A characterization of radr is given when T

has a right adjoint.  §2 gives some examples, and shows that if T =.HomR (P, -)

tot a module RP, then radT is determined by the trace ideal of P.   In this case

conditions are given under which the torsion class determined by radj is a

TTF-class.

§3 is concerned with the construction of a Giraud subcategory determined

by radr.   This is characterized in Theorem 3.7 as the largest Giraud subcategory

Q (with exact reflector Q: R)Ii —♦ Q) which satisfies any one of the following

conditions: (i) fl is T-faithful and T(f) = 0 implies TQ(f) = 0 for all R-homomor-

phisms /; (ii) T(f) = 0 implies Q(f) = 0 for all R-homomorphisms /; (iii) for any

sequence zW'—. M —♦ M" in R)IÎ, the image of the sequence under Q is exact if

the image of the sequence under T is exact.   Thus one might loosely say that

the construction gives the largest Giraud subcategory into which T reflects

exact sequences, generalizing the statement that T reflects exact sequences if it

is faithful.

§4 gives an application to Morita contexts, and also generalizes several

theorems of Morita [11].   If T is covariant and has a right adjoint S or is contra-

variant with S adjoint on the right, then for each module M e AM, rad^. determines

a module QT(M) e S.j(T) which is analogous to a module of quotients, and co-

incides with the usual module of quotients if T is exact.   Theorem 4.9 shows

that the homomorphism M —> ST(M) induced by the adjoint situation is an isomor-

phism if and only if QT(M) = ST(zVf) and there exists an exact sequence 0 —► M—»

S(B) —* N, tot some B e S and N e xS(T).  As an application of the theorem, it

is shown that a faithful module RV is balanced if and only if V-dom dim RR > 2

and V is a module of type Fh, a result due to Morita [ll, Theorem 5.1].

The results have been stated for categories of modules, since the examples

and applications of interest to the author are found in module categories, but the

proofs can be extended immediately.   The construction of SS(T) in  §1 requires

an abelian category which is complete and locally small.   The construction of

XJ2(T) in §3 requires in addition the existence of enough injectives.

1.   Reflective T-faithful subcategories.   In this section T: RJH —» ÍB will

denote an additive functor (either covariant or contravariant) into an abelian

category 55.   The full subcategory of R3l¡ determined by those modules RM such
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that T(/) ¿ 0 for all P-homomorphisms 0 4- f- RX —» RM will be denoted by SSiT).

(See [2].) Recall that if T is covariant, then a covariant functor S: SB —» RM is

a right adjoint for T (and T is a left adjoint for S) if there exists a natural

equivalence of set-valued bifunctors 77: Homa (T(.), -) —» HomR ( -, Si-)).   For

any M e R3lî and B e SB, the natural equivalence induces morphisms (f>M =

77(1.7.,^.): M —» ST(M) and iffß = 77" (lS(B\): T5(ß) —» B, and for any morphism

/: M —» S(B), 77" (/) is the unique P-homomorphism for which the following dia-

gram commutes

M-^^STiM)

Furthermore, r¡~lif) = ipßT(/), and so / 4 0 implies Tif) /= 0, which shows that

SiB) belongs to £5(T).

If T is covariant and has a right adjoint, then the dual of [2, Proposition 1.7]

shows that, for any M e RM, M £ Jlj(T) if and only if <p\.  is a monomorphism.

Note that £î(T) = SSiST).   It is immediate that $3iST) Ç £3TT), and on the

other hand, if M £ Xj(T), then (f>M : M —» STiM) is a monomorphism, so rp^/ 4 0

for any P-homomorphism 0 4 /: X —» M.   But then STif)q>ST,x. / 0 and this

implies STif) ¿ 0.

A subcategory U of RM is called a reflective subcategory if the inclusion

functor Inc: U —» R% has a left adjoint (or reflector) Q: R5l¡ ~* U. That Ö is a

left adjoint is equivalent to the existence, for each M £ rjTC, of an R-homoraor-

phism 4>K: M —» Q(M) such that any P-homomorphism f: M —»A, with A e fl,

factors uniquely through (p„. (Here A and Inc (A) have been identified.) The

subcategory u is called epireflective if <£<< is an epimorphism for each M £ Rm.

In this case Q preserves epimorphisms.

Definition (1.1)    Let T: rm —» SB be a functor.   For each M e R5li, define

radT (M) ={m £ M: fim) = 0 for all / £ HomR (M, X) such that X e £5(T)j.

It can be checked easily that radr defines a radical of R3lï, that is, that, for

all P-homomorphisms /: RM —*RN, /(radT(M)) Ç radT(/V), and moreover, that

radT(M/radT(M)) = 0 for all M £ R3li.   Recall that a left exact radical is called

a torsion radical.   Theorem 1.8 gives conditions under which radT is a torsion

radical.   If T is covariant and has a right adjoint, then for all M £ R)IÎ, radT(M) =

ker (rpM).   That radT(M) Ç ker (<pM) follows since rpM: M ■-* STiM) and

STiM) £ X.JÍT).   On the other hand, any P-homomorphism /: M —» RX yields the

following commutative diagram.
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ker (cfoA -U M-Ü— ST(M)

f SIX/)

-^-~ ST(X)

If X e £j(T), then <£x is a monomorphism, and so ST(f)cpMi = 0 implies <£y/¿ = 0

and therefore fi = 0.   Thus ker (<f>M) Ç radT(M).

Proposition (1.2)   For any functor T: RJH —»SB, £5fT) is an epireflective

subcategory, and $3(T) = £5(0) /or <¿e reflector Q: R\ — £5(7).

Proof.   Since £5(T) is complete [2, Corollary 1.6] and closed under sub-

modules, it is epireflective [9, Chapter V, Proposition 6.1].   For M e R3li,

QiM) = M/radT(zVl) defines the reflector Q, and by the preceding remarks

M e £5(Q) « radT(M) = 0 «=» M e £?(T).     □

Lemma (1.3) Let u be a reflective subcategory of R% with reflector Q, and

let T: R% — SB. If Me RÄ and QiM) e £?(T), then Tif) = 0 implies Qif) = 0,

for any R-homomorphism f: RX —» RM.

Proof. If Tif) = 0, then Ti<f>Mf) = 0, and since QiM) e £5(7) this implies

that cfoMf = 0. But then Qif) = 0 since Qif) is the unique homomorphism which

makes the following diagram commutative.    □

Theorem (1.4) Let u be a reflective subcategory of RM with reflector Q,

and let T: RJH —* % be any functor.   Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) U is a subcategory of ¿3iT).

(b) 3. is T-faithful, and Tif) = 0 implies TQif) = 0, for all R-homomorphisms f.

(c) Tif) = 0 implies Qif) = 0, ¡or all R-homomorphsims f.

Proof,   (a) ^ (b).   If (S is a subcategory of £5(T), then Ö is T-faithful

since £5(T) is T-faithful.   For any R-homomorphism /: RX —» RzM, QiM) e £?(T)

and so by Lemma 1.3, Tif) = 0 implies Qif) = 0 and hence TQif) = 0.

(b) =» (c).  If Tif) = 0, then by assumption TQif) = 0.   But Qif) is in Ö and

Ö is T-faithful, so Qif) = 0.

(c) =» (a).   If Tif) = 0 implies Qif) = 0, then £?(£)) Ç £?(T).   The conclusion

follows from previous remarks about adjoints, since the inclusion functor is a
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right adjoint for Q, and hence A £ £?(g) for all A £ (î.    D

This shows that O&iT) is the largest reflective T-faithful subcategory whose

reflector Q satisfies the condition Tif) = 0 implies TQif) = 0.   The next

corollaries are attempts to remove the last condition.   A functor will be called an

epifunctor if it is covariant and preserves epimorphisms or contravariant and carries

epimorphisms to monomorphisms.

Corollary (1.5) Let Ö be an epireflective subcategory of R3H, and let

T: RÎR -»SB be a functor, with reflector Q: R% -*$%(T).

(a) // T is an epifunctor, then Q is T-faithful ~ <3 Ç &ÍT).

(b) fl is Q-faithful «=» fi Ç S5iT).

Proof,   (a)  Assume that  Q  is T-faithful, with reflector (¿^: R)Ii —» U, and

that T is a covariant epifunctor.   If / £ HomR (M, N) and Tif) = 0, then

TQif)Ti(f>M) = Ti(pN)Tif) = 0, so TQif) = 0 since by assumption T(rpM) is an

epimorphism.   By Theorem 1.4(b), uÇJcj(T).

(b) This follows from (a), since   Q is an epifunctor and SSiQ) ■ ¿uF(T).    D

Corollary (1.6) // T: R5li —» SB is an epifunctor, then £j(T) is the largest

epireflective T-faithful subcategory of RM.

Corollary (1.7) Let U be a reflective subcategory of R31I, with reflector

T: Rm —* U.   Tie72 T is naturally isomorphic to TQ, for the reflector Q: RM ~*

£J(T), arza" for all M e R3H, M -» QiM) -*TQiM) is the factorization of M — T(M)

into an epimorphism followed by a monomorphism.

Proof.   For any M £ R3H, M —» Q[M) is an epimorphism, and QiM) —» T<2(M)

is a monomorphism since Q(M) £ £î(T).   If A e fl and /: M —» A,  then / factors

uniquely through Q(M) since A e £î(T).   But then / further factors uniquely

through TQiM), and so this shows that TQ is a left adjoint for the inclusion

functor.   Since adjoints are unique up to natural isomorphism, TQ is naturally

isomorphic to T.    D

A class C of modules is called a torsion class if it is closed under forma-

tion of homomorphic images, direct sums, and (group) extensions, and a torsionfree

class if it is closed under submodules, direct products, and (group) extensions.

A torsion class is called hereditary if it is closed under submodules.  There is a

one-to-one correspondence between hereditary torsion classes, torsion radicals,

and torsionfree classes closed under essential extensions [13, Proposition 2.6].

Theorem (1.8) Let T: R5ll —» SB be a functor.

(a) // T is a monofunctor, then tadj. is a torsion radical.

(b) // T is exact, then the torsion class of tad~ is the smallest hereditary

torsion class containing Ker (T).
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Proof,   (a) If T is a monofunctor, then by the dual of [2, Proposition 2.4],

j~j(T) is closed under (group) extensions, and by [2, Proposition 2.5], it is

closed under essential extensions.   Therefore the radical rad_ determined by

£j(T) is a torsion radical.

(b) By [2, Proposition 2.6], M e $5(T) if and only if HomR (X, M) = 0 for

all X e Ker (T).  The torsion class of radT is the collection of modules RN

such that HomR (N, M) = 0 for all M in £5(T), and so this is precisely the

hereditary torsion class generated by Ker (T).    D

2.   Examples.   For modules RM and RP, the functors HomR (-, M) and

HomR(P,-) will be denoted by HM and Hp respectively.    In [2], £3r(z7„) and

9\j (H   ), (j(j(H   ) is defined dually) were studied.   Every torsion radical has the

form radT for T = HM tot an appropriate injective module RM,  since £?(T) is

just the full subcategory of modules cogenerated by M,   The main purpose of this

section is to study £j(//   ), which by Theorem 1.8 determines a torsion radical
p

since H     is always left exact.

For modules RM and RP, let tr^ (P) be the sum in M of all R-homomorphic

images of P.  An ideal A of R will be called a trace ideal if A = trR (P) for

some module RP.   It is evident that A is a trace ideal if and only if A   = trR (A),

and that trace ideals are just the torsion ideals of idempotent preradicals.   In

particular, any idempotent ideal is a trace ideal.   (See [3].)

Proposition (2.1) Let P e RjR, and let RU be a generator for ¡M.

(a) £3r(//P) = £3r(zVv), for RV = try (P).

(b) M e £3r(/ip) *» HomR (U/V, M) = 0.

Proof,   (a) Since P generates V, HV(f) 4 0 implies HP(j) 4 0, for any R-

homomorphism /, and so S3(HV) C SS(H   ).   On the other hand, if M e £ï(/j'   )

and 0 4 f: RX —» RzM, then since U is a generator there exists a homomorphism

h: U —* X with fh 4 0.   Since H (fb) 4 0 by assumption, there exists g: P —> U

with fhg 4 0, and then fh(V) 4 0 because g(P) C V.   Thus Hv (f) 4 0, and

M e SS(HV).

(b) (=»). If M e £3r(//P) and HomR (U/V, M) 4 0, say 0 4 f: U/V -» zM, then

HP(/p) jf? 0 for the projection p: U —» U/V, so there exists g: P —> L/ with /pg 4 0.

But g(P) Ç V since V = try (P), a contradiction.

(«=).  If 0 4 j: X —» M, then there exists g: U —» X with /g ?¿ 0, since 1/ is

a generator.   But then if HornR (U/V, M) = 0, fg(V) 4 0, since otherwise fg

would factor through U/V.   Therefore M e &(HV) = S5(HP).    □

Corollary (2.2) Le« P e R5H aTza" A - trR (P).   TAerz M e $3(HP) *■*

AnnM (A) = 0.
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Proof.   By Proposition 2.1, M £ £3r(/7p) «=» HomR iR/A, M) = 0, and this

occurs if and only if AnnM (A) = ¡777 e M: Attí = 0| = 0.   D

Corollary (2.3) Let P £ R5ïl, and let T = HP.   Then radT is the identity

functor on R3li if and only if trR (P) is a right t-nilpotent ideal.

Proof.   An ¡deal A of R is called right r-nilpotent if for any sequence

(a,, a,, a,, • • • ) of elements of A the product a   • • • a2ai ~ ^ ^or sorne n>  An

unpublished lemma of G. Azumaya shows that an ideal A is right í-nilpotent if

and only if Ann.. (A) ■/= 0 for all modules RM, and so it follows from Corollary

2.2 that icj(//   ) contains only the zero module if and only if trR (P) is right

¿-nilpotent.    D

Proposition (2.4) Let PR  be a right R-module, and let T: Rm —» z% be the

functor T = P ®   -. For M £ R5l¡, MR = Homz (M, Q/Z)R will denote the char-

acter module of M.

(a) M £ SSiT) if PR generates M*R.

(b) If PR is flat, then M £ £ï(T) *=► HomR (P, Ai*) ¿ 0 for all nonzero

R-submodule s  M. CM.

(c) // PR  is projective, then SSiT) = £5{HA), for A - trR (PR).

Proof,   (a) The natural isomorphism Homz (P ®RM,  Q/Z) ^

HomR (P, Horn (M, Q/Z)) shows that the following diagram is commutative.

T

R Z"

Since Q/Z is a cogenerator in z%, Hq^ is faithful and therefore ¿Lj(T) =

$3iHQ/zT) = $5iHpHQ/z).   Since HQ/Z is contravariant, M £ £5(T) if

M* = HQ/ziM) £ $3iHP).
(b) Since T is right exact, the dual of [2, Proposition 2.3] shows that

M £ S5iT) if and only if HomR (P, i*): HomR (P, M*) -» HomR (P, M*) is

nonzero for the homomorphism I* induced by the inclusion mapping i: MQ —* M

fot any nonzero submodule M. of M.   Then T is exact, this can be strengthened

to condition (b), again by using the dual of [2, Proposition 2.3].

(c) If PR is projective, then P ®RM = 0 if and only if AM = 0, where

A = trR iPR)-  Since T is exact, M e ij(T) if and only if M has no nonzero

submodules in Ker (T), and this occurs if and only if AnnM (A) = 0.   Because

A is an idempotent ideal, it is a trace ideal when viewed as a left ideal, and

applying Corollary 2.2 shows that £?(T) = £3iHA).    D
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A class of modules is called a TTF-class if it is both a torsion class and a

torsionfree class.   There is a one-to-one correspondence between TTF-classes

and idempotent ideals of the ring R, and this correspondence is given by associ-

ating to an idempotent ideal A the class of modules annihilated by A [6].   The

corresponding torsionfree class is then just the class of modules M such that

Ann^ (A) = 0.   This proves the following proposition.

Proposition (2.5) A class C. of modules is the torsionfree class of a TTF-

class <=> C = £3"(fV   ) ¡or an idempotent ideal A.

Proposition (2.6) For a module RP such that P £ £3r(/7P), SS(HP) is a

TTF-class «=» £3"(/2   ) = £j (H  ) for an ideal A = Re generated by a central

idempotent e.

Proof.   Let C be the torsion class corresponding to xSiH   ), and let

2) = [M: HomR (X, M) = Oj for all X e £ï(zVp).

(=*).   Since H     is left exact, Theorem 1.8 shows that C is hereditary.

Furthermore, 2) is closed under factor modules, since if M e 2), 0 4 P- rM —* RN

is an epimorphism and 0 4 f. X —» N, fot X e £j(H   ), then since i.j(H   ) is a

TTF-class it is closed under epimorphisms and so /(X) e £SF(zV   ).   Thus for

M0 = p~ AUX)), 0 4 p: MQ -» /(X), and hence there exists g: P -» zW„ with

pg 4 0.   This is impossbile since P e k.j(H   ) and MQ e 3).   By [1, Corollary 7],

£ = 2) and £3r(W   ) = {M: BzVf = 0| for a principal left ideal B generated by a

central idempotent e.   If A = R(l - e), then BM = 0 «=> AnnM (A) = 0, so by

Corollary 2.2, £3r(zVP) = £5(///l).

(«=).   If A = Re, then let B = R(l - e).   Then it follows from Corollary 2.2

that £3r(/z"4) = ¡M: AnnM (A) = 0} = \M: BM = 0}.   Since B is an idempotent ideal,

the correspondence between idempotent ideals and TTF-classes shows that

ÏSiHA) is a TTF-class.    D

Note that if £3:(/zP) = K5(/7P), then P e £5(HP) and £3r(//P) is a

TTF-class.   Thus if R has no central idempotents other than 0 and 1, then for

RP 4 0, SSiHP) = $3iHP) if and only if P is a generator for R3K, and so in

such a case S5iH   ) and SR3'(H   ) rarely coincide.   On the other hand, it A = Re

tot a central idempotent e, then £3r(zV   ) is just the full subcategory of A-modules,

and so S5iHA) = %3iHA).

Proposition (2.7) For P e rjH, 5uF(HP) is closed under products if and only

if P is finitely generated as a module over EndR (P).

Proof.   (=>).   If $3iH   ) is closed under products, then P generates

Ilae/ Pa, where Pa = P and the index set / is P itself.  Let x € IIaei Pa be

the element with pth component x   = p.   Then x = 2?_j ¡Ap) tot elements
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p. £ P and fj £ HomR (P, 17ae, Pa).  For the projections np: ITae/ Pa -» Pp,

p = jr Ax) = 2*?=1 7TJip), with 77 /y e EndR (P).  Thus P is generated over

EndR (P) by the elements py, ••-, pn>

(*=).  If the modules |Malae/ are each generated by P, then given x £ Ua€¡ Ma

the ath component satisfies x a = 2™.i ffai' ^or dements x" e P and /? e

HomR (P, Ma).   Since P is generated over EndR (P) by finitely many elements,

say py, •••, pn, there exist elements g{. £ EndR (P) with x? = 2?_j g.ip).

Let A/ = 2?., /«%.   Then xa = 2«„, ¿/(p.), and for h, ?- n[], m\ given

by b. = Il A?, x = S"_j Äy(p.), which shows that Ilaef Ala is generated by P,

and thus nae/ Ala e SEF(f/p).    a

The above proposition is related to Proposition 3.6 of [4].   The proof of the

next proposition is easy, so it has been omitted.   A similar result is that 5&iHP)

= LAiH p) if and only if P is a generator and a cogenerator as an R/Ann (P)-module.

Proposition (2.8) The following conditions are equivalent for P £ R3IÎ.

(a) j3K.H )  is closed under submodules and products.

(b) P is a generator as an R/Ann iP)-module.

(c) fRÎ(H ) is the full subcategory of R/Ann iP)-modules.

3.   T-faithful Giraud subcategories.   A Giraud subcategory of R5R is a full

reflective subcategory whose reflector is exact.  (See [13].)  Such a subcategory

is a Grothendieck category, and in fact any Grothendieck category is equivalent

to a Giraud subcategory of some category of modules.  Throughout this section

T: „5ll —»SB will be a fixed additive functor into an abelian category SB.

Definition (3.1) The full subcategory of Rm determined by all modules RM

such that there exists an injective resolution 0—»M—' XQ —»Xj—♦ ... with

X0 e SSiT) will be denoted by &yiT).  Similarly, £32iT) will denote the full

subcategory determined by all modules RM such that there exists an injective

resolution 0-»M-»X()-»X1-»X2-»... with X„ and Xj in £5(T).

If T is a monofunctor, then S5{T) is closed under essential extensions, so

£j(T) = ÜFj(T).   This is not the case in general, since for the functor H~z: z3li—»

zm, £j(/7z) is the class of torsionless abelian groups, but £?,(r/z) contains

only the zero group since no nonzero divisible group is torsionless. If RV is an

injective module, then Al e £?2(/7v) if and only if V-dom dim M > 2, as is shown

by Storrer [7, Proposition A.5].   The definition is thus motivated by the notion of

dominant dimension used by Tachikawa in [15].

Lemma (3.2) Let M e R5li, with injective envelope fJ(Al).

(a) M £ S5yiT) « EiM) £ SS(T).

(b) Al £ £32iT) ~E(Ai) aTîa- E(E(A1)/A1)   belong to £5(T).
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Proof.   Each term in the minimal injective resolution of M, given by 0 —► M

—» EÍM) —» EiEiM)/M) —»..., is a direct summand of the corresponding term in

every injective resolution [7, Lemma A.3].  The result follows since £j(T) is

closed under submodules.    D

Proposition (3.3) £j,(T) is the torsionfree class of a torsion radical.

Proof.   By Lemma 3.2 (a), ¿3 AT) is closed under submodules, direct

products, and injective envelopes.   If 0 —♦ M —» M —» M" —» 0 is an exact sequence

in RJR with M', M" e $3 AT), then M can be embedded in E(zM') ©E(zM"), and so

M e $5 AT).   D

Theorem (3.4) £5 AT) is a Giraud subcategory.

Proof.   Since £3 AT) is the torsionfree class of a torsion radical, by [13,

Theorem 10.2] there is a corresponding Giraud subcategory consisting of those

modules RM such that E(zVf) and E(E(A0/zV1) belong to §3 AT).   By Lemma 3.2

this is precisely Lj AT).    O

By construction, £3 AT) is the largest torsionfree class (of a torsion radical)

which is contained in Jlj(T), and similarly, x32(T) is the largest Giraud sub-

category contained in £j(T), so £j 2(T) can be characterized as the largest left

T-faithful Giraud subcategory of R5ll.   Theorem 3.4 can also be deduced from

[9, Chapter V, Theorem 6.8] and the following proposition, for which it is interes-

ting to have a proof which uses only Lemma 3.2.

Proposition (3.5) Let 0 —»zM* —» M —»M" —» 0 be an exact sequence in R3lî,

with M e £5 AT). If M' e £32iT), then M" e £3 AT) and the converse holds if

M e £32(T).

Proof.   Assume that M e £32(T).  Then E(zM) = E(M') © X, where RX is

injective, and X e £3(T) since M e £3 AT). Now M" ~ M/M' Ç E(M)/zM' =

(E(zM')/M') © X, and so   E(zVf") sa E(M/zM') Ç E(E(M')/M') © X.   The last module

belongs to £?(T) by Lemma 3.2 since M' e £32(T), so E(M") e £3(T) and thus

M" e S3 AT).

Conversely, assume that M e £32(T) and M" e £3 AT).   First, E(zM') Ç

EiM) e £3iT).  Next, let /: E(zW) — (E(zW)/zM) © EiM") be the homomorphism induced

by the projections EiM) —* EiM)/M and M —♦ M .   Then ker (/) = M' since

¡im) = 0 implies m e M and therefore m e M , by examining the first component of

the homomorphism and then the second.   Thus EiM')/M   C E(zVf)/M' is isomorphic

to a submodule of EiEiM)/M) © EiM"), which belongs to £3iT) by assumption,

and so it follows that E(E(/M')/Al') e £?(T). By Lemma 3.2 this completes the proof. □
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Proposition (3.6) // T is exact and Ker (T) is an hereditary torsion class,

then ¿32(T) is equivalent to RJl¡/Ker (T).

Proof.   If T is exact and Ker (T) is an hereditary torsion class, then by

Theorem 1.8, £ï(T) is the torsionfree class determined by Ker (T) and £?2(T)

is the Giraud subcategory corresponding to Ker (T).   It then follows from [13,

Corollary 7.9] that iuF2(T) is equivalent to the quotient category R!m/Ker (T)

constructed in the usual way.  (See [13] or [14].)    □

Theorem (3.7) Let Q be a Giraud subcategory of Rm with exact reflector

Q: R3H —' Q.  The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) Ö is a subcategory of SOf 2iT).

(b) 3 is T-faithful and Tif) = 0 implies TQif) = 0, for all R-homomorphisms f.

(c) Tif) = 0 implies Qif) = 0, for all R-homomorphisms f.

id) If M' —» Al —» Al" is any sequence of R-modules, then if the image under

T of M' -* M -» Al" is exact, so is QiM') — QiM) -» ß(Al").

Proof.  Since $3 2iT) Ç £î(T), (a) =»(b) and (b) =* (c) follow directly from

Theorem 1.4.  Assume that T is covariant.

(c) —» (d).  Suppose that Al' —» Al —»Al" is a sequence such that T(Al')   —►

T(A1) -^ T(A1") is exact in SB.   Then Tigf) = 0 implies Q(gf)= 0.  Let u: K -» Al

be the kernel of g and p: M —» C be the cokernel of /.   Then Tiu) factors through

the kernel of Tig) and Tip) factors through the cokernel of Tig).   Hence

Tipu) = 0, and this implies that Qipu) = 0.   But Q is exact, so it preserves kernels

and cokernels, which means that Qiu) m ker iQig)) and Qip) = coker iQif)).  Since

Qip)Qiu) = 0, this implies that ß(Al') -> ß(Ai) -»ß(M") is exact.

(d) «* (c). Suppose that Tif) = 0 for /: M —* M". Then for the identity

1: Al —»Al, the sequence T(A1) —>T(A1) —tTiM") is exact. By assumption,

ß(Al) ̂  QiM) ̂ *QiM") is exact, which implies Qif) = 0.

(c) «* (a).  If Tif) = 0 implies Qif) = 0, then by Theorem 1.4, Ö Ç $3iT).

If A e U, then since u is abelian and has enough injectives, there exists an

injective resolution 0 —» A —» XQ —» X y in  Q.   The inclusion functor is left exact

and preserves injectives, so in R3H, 0 —»A —»XQ —»Xj is an injective resolution

with X0, Xy £ ¿5(T).   By definition, A £ £?2(T).   O

Lemma (3.8) If T = TQ for the reflector Q: R%-> Î3¿T) and Q is a T-

faithful Giraud subcategory of R5H, then M £ £ï(T) if M and QiM) are in fl.

Proof. If Al, Q[M) £ (3, let rpM: Al —»ß(Al) be the homomorphism given by the

adjoint situation. Since 3. is a Giraud subcategory, it follows that ker iq>M) £ Ö.

For the identity 1 of ker i(j>M) it follows that T(l) = Tß(l) = 0, and then since (3
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is T-faithful, 1 = 0 and ker (<f>M) = 0, which shows that M e £3iT).   a

Note that it is not true in general that T = TQ, since it is possible to have

T 4 0 but 0 = 0, for example T * Hz : z3ll -"* Z3H.   Recall that an hereditary torsion

class is called stable if it is closed under essential extensions.

Proposition (3.9) // T is exact and Ker (T) is a stable, hereditary torsion

class, then £j AT) is the largest T-¡aithful Giraud subcategory of rjH.

Proof.   To show that £j2(T) is a maximal T-faithful Giraud subcategory it

is not necessary to assume that Ker (T) is stable.  If T is exact and Ker (T) is

an hereditary torsion class, then T = TQ by [14, p. 40], so if u is a Giraud sub-

category containing £j 2(T) which is T-faithful, then the conditions of Lemma 3.8

are satisfied for each M e u, and so u Ç £3iT).  Since £3"2(T) is the largest

Giraud subcategory contained in £3iT), u C £ÍF2(T).

If Q1: R3lî —♦ u is the reflection into a T-faithful Giraud subcategory, and

Al e Ker (T), let M —» M" —» Q'iM) be the factorization of the natural homomor-

phism M —» Q'iM) into an epimorphism followed by a monomorphism.  Then

M" e Ker (T) since M —»M   is an epimorphism, and since Ker (T) is stable,

Q'iM) e Ker (T) because M" —» Q'iM) is an essential monomorphism.  Thus

TQ'(zM) = 0 and so Q'iM) = 0 since Q is T-faithful.   Finally, Q. Ç £32iT) since

Ker iQ') D Ker (T) = Ker (£)).   D

Corollary (3.10)  // R is commutative and Noetberian, and T is covariant and

has a right adjoint, then £3 2(T) ¿s characterized as the largest T-faithful Giraud

subcategory of RM.

Proof. Since T has an adjoint, Ker (T) is an hereditary torsion class.

Furthermore, Ker (T) is stable since R is commutative and Noetherian [13,

Proposition 5.12].   □

4. Applications.

Proposition (4.1) Let 55 be an additive category, and suppose the covariant

functor S: R3H —» SB has a left adjoint T,with ifi: TS —» Id the associated natural

transformation.   Let A = Im W"RL

(a) RM e £3iS) ~ AnnM (A) = 0.

(b) RM e £3:2(S) «=► the natural mapping RM —, RHomR (A, M) is an isomorphism.

Proof,   (a) For any homomorphism f:R—*M, the following diagram is

commutative.
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TSiR)-Ï-+ R

V~\s(f))

M

Thus Sif) 4 0 «-» 77" \sif)) 7L0**fiffR40, and so S(/) 4 0 *=» fU) 4 0. It follows from this

that if Al e $3iS), then HomR (P/A, Al) = 0. Conversely, if /: RX—» RA1, then there

exists g: R —» X with fg 4 0, and if HomR iR/A, M) = 0, then fgiA) ¿ 0, which

implies Sifg) 4 0 and therefore Sif) 4 0, so that Al £ £3iS).   This proves (a),

since AnnM (A) = 0 «=» HomR (P/A, M) = 0.

(b) This follows immediately from (a) and the characterization of the quotient

category determined by an ideal A given by Mueller [12, Proposition l].   Note

that S is a monofunctor, and so £j yiS) = JuF(S).    □

Proposition (4.2) In the above situation, the inclusion functor from $3 AS)

into Rm preserves direct sums.

Proof.   If ÍAla}ae. is a set of modules in £j 2(S), then the factor module

£(©a€/ Ma>/®ael Ma  is in ^S'-   To show this' if x € E(©ae7 M a'>  with

Ax e ©ae/ Ala, then Ax e ®aepMa fot some finite subset F oí I.   But this

finite direct sum is in x3AS), and so F(©a£i ^aV©aei; Ala belongs to

iuf(S), and therefore x e ©aeF Ala.  Thus by Proposition 3.5, ©ae/ Ala belongs

to SS2iS).   D

Note that this proof applies to the quotient category determined by any ideal,

and so in particular it applies to £5'2(T) for T = P ®r-, where PR  is projective.

A Morita context consists of two rings P and R' and two bimodules RiPR

and RA1R/ together with two bimodule homomorphisms (—, —): RAI ® R,PR —» R

and [—, —]: R/P®RA1R/ —» R1 satisfying the conditions m[p, m'] = (772, p)m' and

p(772, p') = [p, m]p' for all p, p' £ P and m, m   £ Al.   Let A and A' be the

respective images of the maps (—, —) and ['—, —].    A context is nondegeneratable

if the two ideals A and A' are faithful as left and right modules  [12, Proposition

12].   Let RHomR/(P. -) = HP: Rll -> R% and R<HomR (Al, -) = HM: R% -* RX

Theorem (4.3) Let (P, Al) be a nondegeneratable Morita context.   Then the

categories SS2(HPHM) and S52iHMHP) are equivalent.

Proof.   With the notation previously given, the result holds if it is merely

assumed that AR  and R,A' ate faithful.   By [12, Theorem 3], if AR is faithful,

then AnnR A = 0 and so every R-homomorphism /: RA1®R/P —» RR factors

through A, so that A is the trace ideal of the module RA1 ® R,P.   Similarly,
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A' is the trace ideal of P ® RMRl.  Using Corollary 2.2 to translate Mueller's

terminology into that of this paper, [12, Theorem 3] shows that the categories

£32(HA) and £32(HA>) ate equivalent.  By Corollary 2.2 and the fact that A is

the trace ideal of RM ®R/P, it follows that £52(HM     ) is equivalent to

£32(HPm).   This completes the proof, since  HomR (M ® R,P, -) is naturally

equivalent to HomR( (P, HomR (M, -)) and HomR, (P ® RM, -) is naturally

equivalent to HomR (M, HomR, (P, -)).    O

Until noted otherwise, T: R5R —» iß will be a covariant functor, with right

adjoint S.  If T is exact, then Ker (T) is an hereditary torsion class, and £32(T)

is the corresponding Giraud subcategory.  For any Bex and any exact sequence

0 —» M' —♦ M —» M" —» 0 in R3l¡ with M" e Ker (T), the natural isomorphism

0 — HomR (M", S(B)) — HomR (M, S(B)) — HomR(zM', S(b))

l ï Ï

0 —Homs(T(Al"), ß)-> Horn £(T(zM), ß) -, Horn g (T(Al' ), B)

shows, since T(M') = 0, that S(B) is torsionfree and injective with respect to

Ker (T).  Hence S(B) e £32(T).  The module of quotients for any M e R3H is

then given by ker i<f>ST(Ms - ST(cpM)), as is shown by Proposition 4.5.  Using

radT this can be generalized to functors which are not necessarily exact.

Definition (4.4) Let T: RJlî —» ÍB be covariant, with right adjoint S.   For

any M e R5ll, define QTiM) . ker (<j>ST(M) - ST(cfoM)), where <pM: M -> ST(zW)

and Ç^sTiMV ST(M) —» STST(zW) are the homomorphisms determined by the

adjoint situation.

Proposition (4.5) Let T: RJJI —♦ $ have a right adjoint S.

(a) For any B e % QT(S(B)) - S(B).

(b) For any M e RJli, QT(M) is the tadT-closure of <pM(M) ¿tj ST(M).

(c) For any M e R3l¡, QT(M) e £J(T), aTza" QT(M) is a direct summand of

QT(QT(M)).

Proof.   Recall that for a radical p, the p-closure of a submodule M' in M

is the inverse image in M oí p(M/M').  Equivalently, it is the intersection of all

submodules of M which contain M' and have p-torsionfree quotient.

(a) S(B) is a direct summand of STS(B), since AiffB)cf>s,B) ■ 1czr\> and so

STS(B)/cfos{BAS(B)) is radT-torsionfree.   Part (b) shows that QT(S(B)) = S(B).

(b) The diagram
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Al

STiM)-

• STiM)

ST«PM)

VST(M)

STSTiMr)

is commutative, and so i<PsT(M) ~ ^^^M^M = ®'   Thus (pMiM) Ç QT(Al).

It follows immediately from the definition of QTiM) that it is rad„-closed in

ST(Al), since STSTiM) £ iuf(T).   Thus Q^ÍAf) contains the rad^-closure of

rpM(Ai).   On the other hand, if /: STiM) -*N, with N £ SSiT), then the following

diagram is commutative

*.

M

STiM)
smM)

■ STiM)-

■ STSTiM) -

f

STiN)

ST(f)

If /rpM = 0, then STif)STi<pM) = 0 and so STif)STi$M)iQTiM)) = 0.   But then

ST(/)rpsr((M)(ßT(M)) = 0 since ST(rpM) = <pST(M) when restricted to QT(A1).   Thus

<t>NfiQTiM)) = 0, which shows that fiQTiM)) = 0, because N e £?(T) and con-

sequently q>N is a monomorphism.   It now follows that QTiM) is contained in the

rad^-closure of rpw(M).

(c) ßT(Al) £ £?(T) since ST(A1) e £5(T).   The exact sequence

QTiM) — STiM)

'ST(M) -ST(<P)
m

STST(Al)

shows, by the following lemma, that QTiM) is a direct summand of QAQAM)).    D

Lemma (4.6) Let T: RM —»SB, with right adjoint S,  and let M £ R5l¡.   The

homomorphism rp..: Al —» QTiM) splits if there exist B £ SB and N e £3"(T)

together with an exact sequence 0 —» M —» 5(B) —» N.

Proof.   Consider the following diagram, if the hypotheses are satisfied.

0 -»Al

STi M)

f ■* SiB)-

*

ST(f)

S(B)

* STSiB)

«V

-* N

Then gSiipB)STif)(j>M = gS(ipß)<pS{ß)/ = gf = 0 since SiipB)(f>s(B) = lS(ß).  Since
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N e £3(T), and QT(M) is the radT-closure of M in ST(M), gSitfiB)ST(j)iQTiM))

= 0. Thus Siif,B)ST(J)iQTiM))CfiM), and so f-1SiifrB)STif) gives the splitting

homomorphism, since / is a monomorphism and SiiffB)STif)cfoM = /.    □

In fact, the same proof can be used to show that M —» QTiM) splits if there

exist B e % M', N e £?(T), and an exact sequence 0 -> M © M' -» 5(ß) -♦ zV.

This condition is also necessary.

Lemma (4.7) Let T: RM —» jB, zzjz'z'/j rz'gAf adjoint S.   The following conditions

are equivalent for any M e Rm.

(a) QTiM) = STiM).

(b) The mapping Homs(T(M), TiN)) -* HomR(ST(zVf), STÍN)) induced by S

is onto for all N e RM.

(c) ipj-iu) is an isomorphism.

(d) T(<foA) is an isomorphism.

(e) (f>Sf/u\ Is an isomorphism.

Proof.   Recall that for any M e R%, B e % f: M -* S(B), and g: T(M) -»B,

the adjoint mapping r¡ satisfies if (f) = iffßT(f) and 77(g) = S(g)cpM.    From the

first it follows that V>T(M)T(0M) = 1T(M) and S(iffTW))ST(cfoM) = 1ST(M), and

from the second that S(z^T(M))<pST(M) = 1ST(/M).

(a)=»(b).  Given /: ST(M) -> ST(N), consider g = zpT(N)T(/)T(<pM).   Then

S(g) = S(ifrTm)ST(f)ST(cfoM) = S(JrTm)ST(f)cf>STm

= AlffTm)<PSTmf= lST<N)f = f

since STirp^j) = 0$t(aiv anc* so (W holds.

(b) =* (c).  If (b) holds, then Homs (T(M), TST(M)) — HomR(ST(M), STST(M))

is onto, so there exists g e Homg (T(M), TST(M)) with S(g) = <j>sT(My  Then

rt&TiM)' - ^ri/VD^STOi) = ^^TÍAD^STíM) " ^ = ¿ST(M) = ^TW*'

which implies gifj-rtM) = ^T(AD' an(^ so ^T(M) ls an isomorphism.

(c) «=» (d).   This is obvious, since ^Tmy^^M' ~ ^T(M)'

(c) =»(e).   If ifff/M\ is an isomorphism, then so is Aiffj,/,^, and so ^cT-zm

is an isomorphism since Aiffj-iMy&sTUA) ~ ^ST(M)'

(e) ==> (a).  If 4>sT(M) 1S an isomorphism, then so is Sty-riMY*' an<^

s^Tm>)ST^M' = WnuftsTm imPlies ST^M) = (PsTmr D
Note that since cfo: ST—* STST is a natural transformation, a finite direct sura

of modules satisfies the conditions of the lemma if and only if each summand

satisfies the condition.   If /: RzM —» RN and ST(f) is an epimorphism, then con-

dition (d) of Lemma 4.7 can be used to show that QT(N) = ST(N) if QT(M) = ST(M).

Note that the last three conditions only require, respectively, that iffT(u\ is a
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monomorphism, that Ti(pM) is an epimorphism, or that ^cj^)  is an epimorphism.

Proposition (4.8) Let T: R5H —» SB, with right adjoint S, and let Al, N £ R3H

with f: M -» N and QTiN) = STiN).   Then QTiM) =STiM) if TSTif) is a mono-

morphism.   This condition is satisfied if T is exact and ker (/) £ Ker (T).

Proof.   Consider the following commutative diagram.

TST(Al)      TST(/)   >TSTiN)

*TW) *T(N)

TiM)-► TiN)
no

Since QTiN) = STiN), i¡fj-,N\ is a monomorphism, so ipT>N^TSTif) is also a

monomorphism, and consequently iffj-,M) is a monomorphism. Thus QTiM) =

ST(A1) by Lemma 4.7.

If T is exact, then 0 ->T(ker (/)) ~»T(A1) -» T(/V) is exact, and so T(J)

is a monomorphism.  Since T is exact and S is a monofunctor, TSTij) must be

a monomorphism, and the previous condition holds.    □

Theorem (4.9) Let T: R5ll —» SB, with right adjoint S, and let M £ R%. Then

<pM: M —* STiM) is an isomorphism if and only if QAM) = ST(A1) and there exists

an exact sequence 0 —» Al —» SiB) —» N, for some B £ SB and N £ £3"(T).

Proof.   If ßT(Al) = STiM) and there exists an exact sequence 0 —* Al —» C(B)

—>7V, with B £ SB and N £ £5(T), then by Lemma 4.6 q>M: M —» ßT(Al) = STiM)

splits.   By Proposition 4.5, ßr(Al) is the radT-closure of (pMiM) in ST(Al), and if

(f>M  splits, then <pM(Al) is radT-closed in ST(Al), so <pM(Ai) = ßT(Al) = STiM).

Conversely, if ^  is an isomorphism, then the sequence 0 —» Al —» ST(Al)

—» 0 is exact.    O

If T is contravariant, then the above results can be dualized.   In this case, a

contravariant functor S: SB —» RM is said to be an adjoint on the right for T if

there exists a natural equivalence 77: Hom»(., T(-)) —» HomR (—, Si.)).   For any

Al £ R5li and ß £ S3, 77 induces rpM = 77(1T(M)): Al —» ST(Al) and iffB = tHIc/r)):

B -» T5(B).

The above results yield as corollaries several theorems of Morita [ll].   If

RV £ R% then V is a right E-module for the opposite ring E oí EndR (V), and

the functor T = HomR (-, V)£: R1H —» Jlïg has an adjoint on the right S =

RHom£ (-, V): lg —» R%  In this situation (py: V —*ST(V) is an isomorphism, and

STÍR) is the bicommutator Endg (V) of V, which will be denoted by BicR (V).

The module RV is said to be of type Fft if ^T(R) is an isomorphism.   (It follows

from [10, Lemma 2.1] that this definition is equivalent to Morita's definition in
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[ll].) If V is injective, then QT(R) is the ring of quotients determined by

rady, as is shown by [7, Proposition 3.1]. It then follows from Lemma 4.7 that

the ring of quotients determined by V coincides with BicR (v) if and only if V

is of type Fh. Furthermore, since V = QT(V) = ST(V), Proposition 4.8 implies

the well-known result that the ring of quotients determined by V coincides with

BicR (V) if there exists a homomorphism /: RR —» RV" tot some 72, such that

ker (/) = AnnR (V).

A module RM is said to have V-dom dim M > 2 if there exists an exact

sequence 0 —» M —» X. —»Xj such that XQ and Xj are isomorphic to a direct

product of copies of V.   Since a module RN belongs to £j(T) if and only if it

can be embedded in a direct product of copies of V, and a direct product of copies

of V is of the form S(B) tot a free E-module ß£, it follows that V-dom dim M > 2

if and only if there exists an exact sequence 0 —*M —* S(B) —» Ai, such that

B£ is a free E-module and N e £3(T).   For any B e \£, it can be shown by

merely considering a free E-resolution of B that V-dom dim S(B) > 2.   Recall that

RV is said to be balanced if cfoR: R —» ST(R) is an epimorphism.   The next corollary,

which is Theorem 5.1 of [11], is a consequence of the preceding remarks and

Theorem 4.9.

Corollary (4.10) Let V be a faithful left R-module.   Then V is balanced if

and only if V is of type F,  and V-dom dim RR > 2.

If PR  is a right R-module, then P is a left E-module for the ring E = EndR (P),

and the functor T = £P ® R -: R5K —» gîli has a right adjoint S = RHomE (P, -):

B5n —» R3lî.   In this situation, ST(R) is just End- (P), which can be identified

with BicR (P).  The module PR is said to be of type F   if ifff(R) IS an isomor-

phism.   If PR is flat, then as before, QT(R) is the ring of quotients determined by

P, and so by Lemma 4.7 the ring of quotients coincides with BicR (P) if and only

if P is of type F . Dropping the assumption that PR  is flat, if W is a cogenerator

in güli, let S(W) = V.   If ß e B5li, then since W is a cogenerator, W-dom dim £B > 2,

and applying S, which preserves direct products, shows that V-dom dim RS(B) > 2.

On the other hand, if V-dom dim RM > 2, then by definition there exists an exact

sequence 0 —> M —» S(B) —» N, with ß isomorphic to a direct product of copies of

W, and N isomorphic to a direct product of copies of S(W) and therefore in £3(T).

Applying Theorem 4.9 then yields the following result, which is Theorem 5.3 of [ll].

Corollary (4.11) Let PR be a faithful right R-module, and let E = EndR (P).

If W e E)IÎ is a cogenerator, let RHomE (P, W) = V.   Then P is balanced if and

only if P is of type F   and V-dom dim RR > 2.
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